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ABSTRACT

Metamaterial perfect absorbers (PAs) made of a hexagonal array of holes on Ag-SiO2-Ag thin films have been realized and utilized
to enhance the spontaneous emission rate and photoluminescence intensity of CdSe/ZnS quantum dots (QDs) spin-coated on
the absorber top surface. Perfect absorption of incoming light occurs at the wavelength where the impedance is matched to that
of the free space. When QDs strongly excite both the electric and magnetic resonances at this perfect absorption wavelength, a
significant Purcell effect on the spontaneous emission process and enhanced radiative outcoupling of photoluminescence inten-
sity are expected. For perfect absorbers with near-unity absorption at the QD emission wavelength of 620nm, 5-fold Purcell
enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate and 3.6-fold enhancement of photoluminescence intensity are demonstrated in
the time-resolved photoluminescence experiments, which are in good agreement with three-dimensional finite-difference time-
domain simulation. These results will advance the understanding and applications of metamaterial PA-based light harvesting and
emitting devices.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5081688

Semiconductor quantum dot (QD) emitters are widely used
in various photonic and optoelectronic applications such as
light-emitting devices,1 solar cells,2,3 photodetectors,4 nano-
lasers,5 single-photon sources,6 and photorefractive devices.7,8

Enhancing the spontaneous emission rates of QDs is essential
for the fundamental research of quantum electrodynamics9 and
also important for the advancements in single photon sources
and low-threshold photonic and plasmonic lasers.10 QD sponta-
neous emission can be manipulated by engineering the local
density of optical states and the cavity Purcell effect.11 Over the
past few years, various optical nanostructures including nano-
cavities,12–14 photonic crystals,15–17 plasmonic nano-antennas,18,19

and metamaterials20–23 have been extensively studied for the
enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate and the photo-
luminescence radiative efficiency. Recently, metamaterial per-
fect absorbers (PAs) have drawn much attention due to their
capability to efficiently absorb light with subwavelength unit
cells and have been widely used in many applications such as
thermal photovoltaics,24 thermal emitters,25 sensors,26,27 and
color printing.28–31 Perfect absorption arises from the presence
of both electric resonance and magnetic resonance which

results in the matched impedance to the free space. The imped-
ance matched condition implies that the radiative damping and
resistive damping are identical for the eigenmode in perfect
absorber devices.32,33 Coupling with perfect absorber eigen-
modes which have equal resistive dissipation and radiative out-
coupling, QD emitters will experience strong plasmon-exciton
interactions and optimized radiative outcoupling at the desired
wavelength, resulting in shortened QD photoluminescence
decay lifetimes, large spontaneous emission Purcell factors, and
enhanced far-field photoluminescence intensity.

In this letter, the enhancement of the spontaneous emission
rate and photoluminescence intensity of CdSe/ZnS QDs cou-
pled with metamaterial perfect absorbers was demonstrated.
Metamaterial PAs made of a hexagonal array of holes on Ag-
SiO2-Ag thin layers with near-unity perfect absorption were
realized, and the PA resonance wavelengths can be tuned across
200nm in the visible wavelength range by changing the period
and the hole radius of the unit cell structure. CdSe/ZnS QDs in
the polystyrene thin layer were spin-coated on the surface of
the metamaterial PAs. Time-resolved and spectral-resolved pho-
toluminescence measurements were performed to characterize
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the spontaneous emission rate and photoluminescence intensity
from the QD-PA devices. For the on-resonance PAs with high
absorption at the QD emission wavelength, 5-fold Purcell
enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate and 3.6-fold
enhancement of photoluminescence intensity were observed.
Numerical simulations of the emission rate and intensity
enhancement, as well as the dipole-excited electric and mag-
netic field distributions, were carried out using the 3D finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) method, which agrees well with
the experimental findings. This work not only has shown the
enhancedQD spontaneous emission rates when the dipole emit-
ters strongly couple to the on-resonance perfect absorbers but
also has revealed that photoluminescence intensity enhance-
ment is achieved at the same time due to the satisfied imped-
ance match condition for the perfect absorber eigenmodes with
balanced resistive dissipation and radiative outcoupling at the
resonance wavelength. The results pave the way for the under-
standing of enhanced QD spontaneous emission and radiative
outcoupling processes in the metamaterial perfect absorbers, also
the advancement of metamaterial PA-based applications in light
harvesting, light-emitting devices, solar cells, photodetectors,
optical sensors, nano-scale lasers, and single-photon sources.

Figure 1(a) shows the three-dimensional schematic of meta-
material PAs with a hexagonal array of holes patterned on the
top silver layer of the Ag-SiO2-Ag three-layer structure. The
bottom 100nm Ag layer is deposited using an electron-beam
evaporator system on top of a silicon wafer. The 45nm SiO2

spacer and the top 25nm Ag layer are then deposited using the
sputtering method (Kurt J. Lesker), where Ag is deposited at the
rate of 0.4 Å/s and SiO2 is deposited at 0.2 Å/s. The optical con-
stant of both materials and the film thicknesses are character-
ized using variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE, J. A.
Woollam Co. VB400/HS-190). A layer of polystyrene mixed with

CdSe/ZnS QDs34 is spin-coated over the PA surface. A one-step
Focused Ion Beam (FIB) milling (FEI Helios Nanolab 600 Dual
Beam, 30 KV, 9.7pA) is used to fabricate the nanostructures, and
Fig. 1(b) presents the typical scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) cross-sectional view of the PAs. By changing the structure
period P and hole radius r, the PA resonance frequency can be
tuned across the whole visible frequency region.35 In order to
match the QD emission wavelength at 620nm, PA2 with period
P of 230nm and hole radius r of 65nm is designed to be on-
resonance with the QD emission, and the SEM image is shown
in Fig. 1(d). Three other PAs with absorption resonances detuned
from the QD emission wavelength are also designed and fabri-
cated, and the SEM images are shown in Figs. 1(c), 1(e), and 1(f)
with different lattice geometrical parameters (c: P¼ 155nm,
r¼ 40nm; e: P¼ 280nm, r¼ 80nm; and f: P¼ 315nm, r¼90nm).

Reflectance spectra of the fabricated four metamaterial
PAs are measured using a home-built microscope with a halogen
lamp and a fiber-coupled spectrometer, and the plots are shown
in Figs. 2(a)–2(d), respectively. Narrow resonances with nearly
perfect absorption and very low reflectance are obtained at
524nm, 618nm, 683nm, and 737nm, respectively, for devices
PA1, PA2, PA3, and PA4 covered with the QD layer. The gray
shaded area (PL0) in Fig. 2 represents the photoluminescence
emission spectrum of CdSe/ZnS QDs centered on 620nm. As
depicted clearly, the absorption resonance in the reflectance
spectrum of PA2 with a period of 230nm and a radius of 65nm
matches with the QD emission wavelength perfectly with nearly
perfect absorption (A¼0.95) and nearly zero reflectance
(R¼0.05), while the resonance of PA1 (PA3) is blue-shifted (red-
shifted) relative to the center of the QD emission and the
absorption is 0.33 (0.35) at 620nm. PA4 is largely off-resonance,
and the absorption at the QD emission wavelength is very low

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic view of metamaterial PAs made of a hexagonal array of
holes on the Ag-SiO2-Ag three-layer structure with the spin-coated QD-polystyrene
film. (b) SEM cross-section of metamaterial PA fabricated by FIB with a period of
230 nm and a hole radius of 65 nm. (c)–(f) SEM images of four structures with dif-
ferent lattice geometrical parameters (c: P¼ 155 nm, r¼ 40 nm; d: P¼ 230 nm,
r¼ 65 nm; e: P¼ 280 nm, r¼ 80 nm; and f: P¼ 315 nm, r¼ 90 nm).

FIG. 2. Measured optical reflectance spectra of QD-polystyrene coated metamateri-
als PA1 (a), PA2 (b), PA3 (c), and PA4 (d) with different geometrical parameters as
designed and fabricated in Fig. 1. The red dashed lines are the simulated reflec-
tance spectra using the FDTD method.
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(A¼0.13). Notably, perfect absorption of incoming light in PA2 at
620nm arises from the presence of both electric resonance and
magnetic resonances, which results in the matched impedance
to the free space.33 Therefore, the coupling strength between
QDs and the PA resonant mode, which plays an essential role in
the QD emission process, is greatly enhanced. The on-
resonance PA2 is expected to have the most significant Purcell
effect which leads to the largest spontaneous emission rate
among the four designed devices, as well as the maximum radia-
tive outcoupling and photoluminescence intensity enhance-
ment when working with the impedance matched condition.
The red dashed lines in Fig. 2 are simulation results using the
FDTD method, which agree very well with the measured reso-
nance wavelengths and reflectance spectra.

To demonstrate the Purcell effect of the metamaterial per-
fect absorbers, time-resolved photoluminescence decay mea-
surements of QDs on the PAs and the glass substrate (control)
are carried out using a time-correlated single photon counting
(TCSPC) system and a 402nm picosecond pulsed laser with an
excitation power of 0.25lW. Figures 3(a)–3(d) show the photolu-
minescence decay data fromQDs on the four PAs at an emission
wavelength of 620nm, where faster decays are observed on the
four PAs than that on the glass substrate. It is also observed that
the photoluminescence decay on PA2 is faster compared to that
on other PAs, indicating a stronger Purcell effect of the on-
resonance PA2 with nearly perfect absorption. The spontaneous
emission decay lifetime of the QDs is obtained by fitting the
experimental photoluminescence decay curves using a two-
exponential relaxation model20,22 and averaged from ten mea-
surements for each PA design. For on-resonance PA2, the pho-
toluminescence first decays with a shorter lifetime of t1
�4.2860.06ns which is attributed to the QDs strongly coupled
to the PA resonant mode and slows down to a longer lifetime of
t2 �32.0460.97ns which is determined mainly by those QDs
away from the PA surface, whereas the QD decay on the glass
substrate control sample shows a similar long lifetime of t0

�20.8860.01 ns. The shortened QD decay lifetimes on devices
PA1, PA3, and PA4 are 4.7760.12ns, 4.8160.09ns, and
5.8960.11ns, respectively. Figure 4(a) illustrates the emission
rate enhancement of the four PAs, which is obtained by normal-
izing the QD decay lifetime t0 on the glass substrate with the
decay lifetime t1 of QDs coupled to the PAs. Five-fold emission
rate enhancement from PA2 is shown, which is the largest
among the four devices. The strengthened coupling between
the QDs and the PA resonant mode in PA2 with perfect absorp-
tion and impedance match at 620nm contributes to the
enhanced spontaneous emission rate in the measurement. For
PA1 and PA3 with absorption of 0.33 and 0.35 at 620nm, a similar
level of emission rate enhancement (�4.3) is observed. However,
small emission rate enhancement is reported for the most off-
resonance PA4 due to the weak coupling strength between QDs
and the PA mode in this device. The emission rate enhancement
is also modeled using 3D FDTD simulation and averaged from
electrical dipole emitters with three orthogonal polarizations
and at 28 different positions (in the first quadrant due to sym-
metry) located 15nm above the PA surface. The simulation
results in Fig. 4(b) show excellent agreement with the experi-
mental results for the comparison of QD emission rate enhance-
ment on the four PAs.

FIG. 3. Normalized TCSPC histograms and fitting results for QD photolumines-
cence decays on the four metamaterial PAs and the glass substrate.

FIG. 4. Experimental and simulation results for spontaneous emission rate
enhancement (a) and (b) and photoluminescence intensity enhancement (c) and
(d) of the four metamaterial PAs coupled with QDs at 620 nm.
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In order to understand the enhancement effect on photolu-
minescence intensity radiated from the PAs, photoluminescence
spectra of the four QD-PA devices are measured using a Horiba
spectrometer and a liquid N2 cooled CCD. Photoluminescence
intensity from the four PAs at 620nm is obtained, and the inten-
sity enhancement is shown in Fig. 4(c) by normalizing to the QD
photoluminescence intensity on the glass substrate. The on-
resonance PA2 shows the largest photoluminescence intensity
enhancement �3.6 among the four devices, resulting from both
the enhanced QD emission rate and the radiative outcoupling
when QDs couple strongly with the PA resonant mode with the
impedance matched condition. Simulation results of photolumi-
nescence intensity collected within the collection angle of 33.4�

(corresponds to the objective lens NA¼ 0.55 used in experiment)
at a far-field plane from the PA surface normalized by that from
the glass substrate are presented in Fig. 4(d), which also agrees
with the observations in the experiment. It is worth mentioning
that the general trend of spontaneous emission rate enhance-
ment and photoluminescence intensity enhancement for the
four PA devices is more or less the same with the trend of PA
absorption, which suggests that the QD spontaneous emission
process and the radiative outcoupling are greatly enhanced in
the metamaterial PAs with high absorption and impedance
match at the desired emission wavelength.

To showmore clearly the excitation of the absorption reso-
nances in the metamaterial PAs by QD emitters and the efficient
outcoupling from the QD-PA devices, electric andmagnetic field
intensity distributions are illustrated in Fig. 5 with the excitation
from an electric dipole emitter with the dipole moment along
the vertical z direction and an emission wavelength of 620nm.
The top view cut at the middle of the top silver layer is shown in
Figs. 5(a) and 5(c), and the side cross-sectional view is presented
in Figs. 5(b) and 5(d). As expected, the dipole emission strongly
excites the electric and magnetic resonances in PA2, and both
the intensive electromagnetic resonant mode confinement and
the strong radiative outcoupling contribute to the observed
spontaneous emission rate enhancement and photolumines-
cence intensity enhancement in the experiment. Furthermore,
simulations also show that placing QDs in the middle SiO2 spac-
ing layer at the locations of the electromagnetic field maxima

will result in stronger exciton-plasmon coupling and larger
Purcell factors.

We have experimentally demonstrated the enhancement of
CdSe/ZnS QDs’ spontaneous emission rates and photolumines-
cence intensity with metamaterial perfect absorbers, which
consist of a hexagonal array of holes on Ag-SiO2-Ag thin films
through rational design and possess near-unity absorption at
the QD emission wavelength. Numerical simulations of the
emission rate and intensity enhancement on the four studied
QD-PA devices, as well as the electromagnetic field distribution
under dipole emitter excitation, have been conducted to assist
the comprehensive understanding of the experimental observa-
tions. The enhanced plasmon-exciton couplings between the
emitters and PA resonate modes provide the possibility of con-
trolling the QD emission processes towards the useful applica-
tions in metamaterial PA-based light harvesting and emitting
devices.
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